Grant Elected Editor-in-Chief

Class Officers Petitions for Next Term Now Accepted by ITSA

Prof. Schommer to Address 4A Class

Tech News Wins Honor In Critical Survey

Rated “All-American” Evening School Enrollment Up

Tibbals Announces Scholarship Awards

The All-American evening school is open to non-coed students and has been active under the leadership of the evening school director, Prof. John D. Larkin. The evening school offers a variety of courses, including English, mathematics, science, and social sciences. The All-American evening school is known for its high-quality education and has been recognized by the American Association of University Professors. The evening school enrollment has increased significantly, with over 1000 students enrolled in the fall semester. The evening school also offers a variety of extracurricular activities, including sports and clubs. The evening school is located on the campus of Illinois Institute of Technology. The evening school is open to students of all ages and backgrounds. The evening school is a great opportunity for students who are looking for a challenging and rewarding educational experience.
Man Of The Week
Roy Schmimpfenberg is Active in Band, Baseball, Alpha Sig

Due to his well-known athletic ability, among other talents, "Gus" Schmimpfenberg has been named "Man of the Week."

A senior in mechanical engineering, and a trainer in the new JIT program, Roy came to IIT in July 1943. He had previously studied for a year at Michigan State College.

This senior in the band was a member of the Jazz Band, where he was a trumpet soloist. As a member of the Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity, he was active in band affairs and was a member of the Silent Band, where he played the trumpet. He also played the piano for the band.

Founded in the South, Pi Kaps Are Now Large National Group

A small but earnest group of college students, Dec. 10, 1943, in Charleston, S.C., founded Pi Kappa Phi, perpetuating their common ideals. Legislation was prepared, and after many months of study, the fraternity was chartered.

Pi Kappa Phi is a branch of the Alpha Phi Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi, and is the fourth fraternity to be chartered in the South. It is a branch of South Carolina on December 20, 1943.

The fraternity has been established at the University of North Carolina, and is also chartered at the University of South Carolina. The fraternity has been established at the University of Georgia, and is also chartered at the University of Florida.

On December 10, 1943, the new fraternity was chartered at the University of South Carolina. The fraternity has been established at the University of Georgia, and is also chartered at the University of Florida.

For the purpose of establishing Pi Kappa Phi, a special meeting was held on December 10, 1943, at the University of South Carolina. The fraternity has been established at the University of Georgia, and is also chartered at the University of Florida.

"SONNY" WHISMAN breaks his arm on the first day of the season, playing quarterback for the DePaul University football team in his junior year... PROF. HARRY MERRICK, head football coach, was elected president of the Drake University football team.

The school was disbanded the YMCA asked a committee of men from the University of Illinois, including the Illinois Tech to investigate the charges. The committee, which was made up of members of the faculty, found they were without basis. Questions about the club were then brought to the board of trustees for the school.
IT VETS

A great deal has been written about the Sea Bees and their construction work; but the Air Corps also had similar units that were active in the South Pacific. One of the Air Corps' most famous was the "Sea Vets," a unit that operated under Tofalo and was known for its innovative and efficient construction work at New Guinea, Luzon, and Mindoro.

While attending classes at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a junior in civil engineering, Mr. J. C. Smith entered the 'Eddy's and Eddy's' name in the engineering competition for the "Best of the West." Smith's entry was titled "A New Method of Building." The design was submitted on time, and the judges were impressed. Although the design was not chosen as the winner, it drew attention to Smith's innovative approach to construction.

In April 1944, the "Sea Vets" were on a mission to build a bridge over a river in the Mindoro area. The construction was a challenging task, as the river was a barrier that needed to be crossed. The "Sea Vets" used their expertise and innovative methods to complete the project, which was a great success.

The "Sea Vets" continued their construction efforts throughout the Pacific, leaving a legacy of efficient and innovative construction work.

JACOB SARKER

The boat had just left the dock when a little blonde girl was discovered in a lifeboat attached to the cabin. "I don't know what to do with you," said the lookout.

"Why, skipper," she finally said, "how long have you been a caller?"

"Well, I'm a little ship's cook," he replied, "and I've been here a few days."

"I see," said the skipper, "and who is this girl?"

"Her name's Sarah," said the cook, "and she's been with the ship for a few days."

In the meantime, the officers were busy investigating the situation. They decided that the best course of action was to return to the dock and bring the girl ashore.

Sarah was taken to the hospital, where she was examined and treated for minor injuries. She was then returned to the sea, and the ship continued on its journey.

McHale's was doing a brisk business by the time they docked. The skipper ordered a round of drinks for the entire crew.

"Well," he said, "I think we did pretty well today."

"I agree," said the first mate. "We should do this again sometime."

"Sure," said the skipper. "I think we have a good team here."

The crew continued to enjoy their time ashore, and the boat set sail for its next destination.

JACOB SARKER

The ship was loading up its cargo in the morning, and as the men were loading the goods, a young girl was spotted among the crowd. The men were surprised to see her, as she was not part of the crew.

"Excuse me," said one of the men, "what are you doing here?"

"I'm just helping out," she replied. "I'm on my way to see my father, who's in the Navy."

"Well," said the man, "we can't let you help us. You need to go find your father."
Juniors Mechs Defeat Frosh Mech Elecs in Overtime Period

The Junior Mechs battled out a 9 to 8 decision over the Frosh Mech Elecs last week. Both teams failed to score in the regulation playing time, so neither of them was able to claim a victory. After the time expired, the game went into overtime, where the Junior Mechs finally emerged victorious.

The overtime period saw several tense moments. The Frosh Mech Elecs, led by their skilled quarterback, managed to march deep into the Junior Mechs territory. A long pass from the quarterback was completed, and the Frosh Mech Elecs were set up for a potential game-winning touchdown. However, the Junior Mechs' defense held strong, forcing a turnover on downs. The Junior Mechs then took over and drove down the field, setting up a potential game-winning field goal attempt. With time running out, the Junior Mechs' kicker stepped up to the line of scrimmage and nailed the field goal, securing the victory for the Junior Mechs.

Electrical Teams Fight 0-0 Contest

The two heavily-armed electrical teams, Fighting 0s and the MR team, played to a scoreless tie last weekend. Despite their best efforts, neither team was able to find the back of the net, leaving the game scoreless.

Senior IM Football Teams Battle to Scoreless Tie

Two strong competitors in the football championship, the Senior IMs and the IMs, battled to a scoreless tie on Saturday. Both teams had scoring opportunities, but their defenses kept them at bay.

After the opening kickoff, the IMs' quarterback, Tom McHale, threw a long touchdown pass that was intercepted by the Senior IMs' defensive back. The reception was nullified by a penalty on the IMs, and the game remained scoreless. The second quarter saw the teams trade punts, with neither team able to break through the对方's defense.

The third quarter was marked by a series of missed opportunities. The IMs had a chance to score on a deep pass, but it was intercepted by the Senior IMs' defensive back. The Senior IMs had a similar chance on a deep pass, but it was knocked down by the IMs' defensive line. The game remained scoreless, with both teams showing strong defensive play.

The final minutes of the game saw both teams pressing for a winning score. The IMs had a chance to take the lead with a field goal attempt, but the kick was blocked by the Senior IMs' defensive line. The Senior IMs had a similar chance on a deep pass, but it was intercepted by the IMs' defensive back. The game ended in a scoreless tie, leaving both teams unsatisfied with the outcome.

FINAL EXAMINATIONS

First Term 1945-46

Saturday, October 28, 1945

Time | Course Title | Room
--- | --- | ---
9:00 AM | Chemistry | 201
10:00 AM | Mathematics | 202
11:00 AM | Physics | 203
12:00 PM | History | 204
1:00 PM | English | 205
2:00 PM | Economics | 206
3:00 PM | Computer Science | 207
4:00 PM | Biology | 208

Monday, October 30, 1945

Time | Course Title | Room
--- | --- | ---
9:00 AM | Accounting | 301
10:00 AM | Statistics | 302
11:00 AM | Foreign Language | 303
12:00 PM | Sociology | 304
1:00 PM | Philosophy | 305
2:00 PM | Psychology | 306
3:00 PM | Ethics | 307
4:00 PM | Business | 308

This week's tough handling of the Theta XI and Triangle softball squads, under the guidance of the Theta XI and Triangle coaches, has proven to be a formidable challenge for the Theta XI and Triangle teams. The Theta XI and Triangle coaches have been working closely with their players to develop strategies and tactics that will help their teams achieve success.

An analysis of these challenges reveals the need for careful planning and execution. The Theta XI and Triangle coaches have been focusing on the development of their players' skills and teamwork, as well as the implementation of effective game plans.

The men of the Theta XI and Triangle teams are looking forward to the upcoming tournament, where they hope to showcase their hard work and dedication. The Theta XI and Triangle coaches are confident in their team's ability to compete at a high level, and they are excited to see how their players perform in the tournament.
SAVE 30% — 50% on USED BOOKS

discounts on New Books

Our stock of 6,000,000 books includes texts, outlines and the best references. Hand books on all engineering subjects.

Used Drawing Sets & Slide Rules

Cash For Books — More In Trade

Don’t let new editions and course changes render your books valueless. Sell or trade them now. Highest cash prices paid

Act now!

Convenient "L" - Streetcar - Bus Transportation

WILCOX & FOLLETT CO.

1247 S. WARASH AVE.
HAR. 2840
“Old Ironsides” stood up throughout the war

LIKE the famous old ship, your telephone has come through the war with colors flying. What other aid to modern living has ever been so dependable under all conditions and so free from mechanical troubles?

Columbia Educational Books, Inc.
333 N. Michigan
Chicago, Illinois

Western Electric, supply unit of the Bell System, is now tackling its biggest peacetime job. Furnishing all necessary telephone equipment is a herculean task, but Western Electric has already furnished 92 million new phones—more than the British invested in an entire year during the war. Western Electric has a team of scientific minds behind the wheel, and the end result is that the modern telephone is here to stay, ready to serve you and all other users.